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                                             OurVision

                                          

                                          
                                             To evolve skilled & value based resource professionals, to provide opportunities to the students without any discrimination, to find space for exponential growth of personality & character, education & empowerment and to face the challenges of tomorrow successfully through quality education.
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                                             OurMission

                                          

                                          
                                             To nurture and transform the raw students to a highly skilled, knowledgeable, technically resourceful engineer with grace and character to take on the forth coming global challenges.

                                             To remain accountable in our core and support function, through continual improvement.
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                                                   Antharanga 
                                                

                                                06 March 2024

                                                Get ready to immerse yourselves in the vibrant tapestry of cultures as we celebrate Antharanga on March 6th!  Let's proudly display the richness of our traditions, attire, and flavors as we come together to honor our cultural mosaic. Mark your calendars and join us in making this day a colorful and memorable celebration of unity in diversity! 
                                                   Students interested to participate in the events on ethnic day..check out the below details :-
                                                

                                             
                                                    Dance events : Punnish - 6366792792

                                                   Music events : Basila - 7907938817

                                                   Fashion events : Syed Faisal - 6362560003 , Ajay - 8880076496

                                                 For volunteering for the event

                                                  Contact: Varshith :- 7337797952

                                               
                                                The volunteering is gonna be super FUN and CERTIFICATES for all participants ll be given as well..!
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                                                   Education Convention and Activity 
                                                

                                                07 March 2024

                                                9:30 AM: The team arrives at the university & Sets up the booth and arranges additional materials.


10:00 AM: The seminar begins with Why Upskilling is required with Latest Technologies.


Presentation via PPT.

Post-presentation address to the students.


11 AM: Seminar concludes. Students are to be informed about booth details and visitation schedules & The university starts sending students in batches of 30 to 50 to the booth.


12:00 PM - 2:30 PM: Our team engages with students at the booth.


Explanation of courses.


Fun activities like the spinning wheel with freebies distribution.


Collection of surveys from all visiting students.


The event concludes and wraps up.



                                             

                                          

                                     
                                       

                                     
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Reasons to Choose Us

                                    	
                                          01. INNOVATION

                                          
                                             Innovation is key drive in today’s engineering world, It’s almost impossible to mention the words ‘higher education’ without ‘innovation’ following closely behind.

                                          

                                       
	
                                          02. STRATEGIES

                                          
                                             An effective engineering strategy starts with technical specifications that explain the reasoning behind a specific solution to a particular problem.

                                          

                                       
	
                                          03. PROMISING RESULT

                                          
                                             Every student gets good placement well reputed and renowned companies, curriculum was excellent. College provide us internship for better future and experience.

                                          

                                       
	
                                          04. Campus and Infrastructure

                                          
                                             SEA Academy campus has a distinct, futuristic, and iconic design that is the result of innovative thought.  Our campus is a marvel in many aspects!
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                                          Years ofExperience
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                                       Our HighlightsWelcome to SEA College of Engineering & Technology

                                       
                                          The South East Asian Education Trust Was Established in the yer 2000 with them main objective to provide academic excellence to all sections of the society. The trust focus on imparting quality education, disciplined integrated personality development, research, management skills to face the global challenges.

                                          S.E.A College of Engineering and Technology (SEACET) is established by Founder Chairman Sri A.Krishnappa in the year 2007 under SEAET, offering world-class infrastructure and the Management is keen to uphold the traditional Indian values. The thrust here is to blend thoroughly the modern and the traditional. An effort is afoot in the institution not only to raise the self-esteem of the student but to train him to respect others also.
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                                        Courses Offered
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                                                   	Computer Science and Engineering
	Information Science and Engineering
	Electronics and Communication Engineering
	Mechanical Engineering
	Civil Engineering
	Artificial intelligence & Machine learning
	CSE (IoT & Cyber Security including Blockchain Technology)
	Basic Science
	Agricultural Engineering


                                                

                                                
                                                   	M-Tech - VLSI & CSE
	MBA
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	Mechanical Engineering
	Electronics and Communication Engineering
	MBA
	Chemistry
	Maths
















                                                   
                                                

                                             

                                          

                                       

                                    

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     
                     
                     
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                 
                                    
                                    
                                       SEA College of Engineering & Technology
Known for Exceeding Expectation and Excellence in Education

                                       Download Now
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               Our Recruiters

               
               We take pride in our excellent placement track record since our establishment. Most of the top Corporates have found our students to be ‘industry-ready.
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               Department HOD's

               
               SEA is known for its high-quality education, and Our Professors are a combination of young and experienced, passionate and inquisitive individuals. They are not just renowned academics, but also experienced scholars with industry experience, offering a distinct practical approach to learning. They are the most eminent experts who are always conducting research in their respective professions.
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               Dr. Nijaguna G S 

               HOD - ISE 
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               Dr. Pradeep Kumar N S  

                HOD - E&CE 
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               Dr. Suresha P 

               HOD - ME  
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               Mr. Nishanth L 

                 HOD - CE
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               Mr Balakrishna M 

                1st Year Co-Ordinator - Chemistry Cycle
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               Dr. Naveen

                1st Year Co-Ordinator - Physics Cycle
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               Dr. S B Anil Kumar 

                 HOD - MBA

               
               

               

               

               

               
               
               

               

               
               

               

               
               

               

               

               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               Testimonials
               encouraging Feedback’s

               

               
               
               I am Vikram Kumar, and I am a happy B.E. Mechanical Engineering student at S.E.A.C.E.T., Bangalore. Feeling privileged to be a part of S.E.A.C.E.T. allows me to grow tremendously. The faculty would do everything in its power to mold a student's future. During my two years in S.E.A.C.E.T., Bangalore, I have gained a lot of knowledge and experience. I'm incredibly appreciative, respectful, and thankful to the department and all of the faculty. Their work helped me become a more skilled professional.

               
               S.VIKRAM KUMAR

               MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
               

               

               
               I studied MBA at SEA College of Engineering and Technology. The curriculum was well-rounded and covered a variety of topics. The professors were knowledgeable and helpful, and they were always willing to go the extra mile for their students. The facilities were well-equipped, and there were plenty of resources available for students to succeed. The student life was vibrant and active. There were many opportunities for students to get involved in extracurricular activities. The placement record was good, and many students were able to get jobs in their chosen field. Overall, I had a positive experience at SEA College of Engineering and Technology's MBA program. I would recommend it to other students who are interested in studying business.

               
               NIHAD

                (1SP19MBA21-2019-2021)
               

               

               
               At S.E.A.C.E.T., Bangalore, academics, athletics, and campus placements are all given equal weight. Our instructors have extensive backgrounds and are experts in their fields. I can't wait to embark on this new path, and the placement department's assistance is essential to making it happen. There may be ups and downs, but if you are dedicated and persistent, you will succeed in your goals! I am grateful to S.E.A.C.E.T.-Bangalore for their assistance and encouragement during this process.

               
               SINGARAVELU S

               MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
               

               

               
               Attending SEA College of Engineering and Technology and being part of the MBA department was an incredible journey. The college's welcoming environment and dedicated faculty made my learning experience truly outstanding. MBA department was transformative, providing me with both knowledge and the confidence to pursue my career goals and the professors of MBA department were not only experts in their fields but also friendly and supportive

               
               TANISHA MAITY

               1SP21BA030 – (2021-2023)
               

               

               
               Realizing my full potential has been made possible in large part through S.E.A.C.E.T.-Bangalore. The organization offers an excellent environment for learning that supports both academic and personal development. Extraordinary qualifications and a steadfast dedication to going above and beyond for students characterize the faculty members. S.E.A.C.E.T.-Bangalore is a top choice for anyone looking for an unmatched educational experience, and I heartily recommend it. Offering a wide range of programs, the Institute is a genuinely global-class institution. Furthermore, I credit the Institute's state-of-the-art resources and facilities for my academic performance.

               
               ARJUN DAS P V

               MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
               

               

               
               A superb educational establishment, S.E.A.C.E.T.-Bangalore offers a wide range of programs to suit students' diverse interests. The campus features outstanding facilities that go above and above. During my stay here, I have had the honor of creating enduring connections and gaining information and abilities that will surely come in very handy for my future career endeavors.

               
               DHANUSH S

               MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
               

               

               
               Choosing S.E.A.C.E.T.-Bangalore to pursue my B.E. degree has been, without a question, the best academic choice I have ever made. The faculty at the Institute is outstanding; from the dean to each individual faculty member, they are very helpful and provide support for both extracurricular and academic endeavors. The assignments I completed in college turned out to be quite helpful in getting a job. The Institute offers a wide range of programs and is well-known for its world-class educational standards. Its cutting-edge resources and facilities have played a critical role in my academic success.

               
               ULLAS G

               MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
               

               

               
               I am Manas Raj, an MBA Department 2022 Batch alumni from SEA College of Engineering & Technology, currently working as an Assistant Finance Associate at McKinsey & Company. I am really thankful to the college, faculty members & dynamic management for their faith in me to the fullest, and the personal growth, self-discovery, and unwavering support I received from the college have been instrumental in shaping me into the person I am today. As I stand at the cusp of a new chapter in my life, I am confident that the education and values instilled in me by SEACET have prepared me for the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.

               
               MANAS RAJ

               1SP20BA005-(2020-2022)
               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               
               Recent Events

               
               At sea, Organised events are intended to help students enhance their talents such as emotional intelligence, relationship building, communication skills development, teamwork, work ethic, resume strengthening, and so on.
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               09 Feb
               
               
               
                Inauguration Of SEACET-KSCST IPR Cell

               

               	
               
               SEACET Campus
               


               
                The Intellectual Property Right (IPR) Cell was inaugurated  ...
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               26 - 28 Jan
               
               
               
                SEA Carnival Event

               

               	
               
               SEACET Campus
               


               
                Carnival event was organised from the Honorable Management...
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               Get Free access forCareer Guidance
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female
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